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Case study: Shao Ye - SEA beverage company (small business) 
struggling to scale

Missing/delayed orders → unhappy customers → lost in revenues 

Link to company : https://www.facebook.com/MySoyaBeancurd/



Deep dive into the problem  

Send whatsapp message/voice note/images  to order

Understand and clarify order

Confirm order

Send confirmed order 

Understand and clarify confirm order

Deliver order

Customers Shao Yea (small 
business owner)

Delivery 
Employees

Arrange delivery

1. Translation: unstructured data input
a. Short form
b. Dialect and slang
c. Multi languages

2. Bottleneck: Manual orchestration of the 
entire process 

a. Not scalable
b. Not able to manage other key business 

operation
c. Overwhelmed

3. Prone to error: Unhappy customer and 
productivity loss

a. Manual process 
b. No single source of truth
c. Prone to error

Biggest pain points
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AI.Yu supercharge the business operation of Shao Yea  

Send whatsapp message/voice note/images  to order

Confirm order Send confirmed order 

Deliver order

1. Translation → Automagically to 
structured data 

a. Voice note: Whisper 
b. Text: Davinci 
c. Picture: OCR

2. Bottleneck → Scalable and Free Man
a. Facilitate by AI.Yu with 10x 

effectiveness → scalable 
b. Stuck in execution → steering
c. Overwhelmed → calm

3. Prone to error → Highly accurate and 
fast 

a. Integrated and fast: Redis
b. Clean and transparent: UI
c. One single source: PWA

Biggest pain points resolved

Shao Yea (small 
business owner)

Customers

AI.Yu

Delivery Employees



Owner of Shao Yea: Enthusiastic user of AI.Yu

First time seeing AI and RL in action! SY: It definitely solves my problem 

SY: AI.Yu is my friend 
starting from now on!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MOJWj9rGxfclSyoGoNN97-MWccrr1Mek/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nPvoj1HMLQcAszpY2qlqGNAUx3bbRN9E/preview


Let’s find out why AI.Yu made SY so happy and excited 



Text to order Picture to order 

Unstructured data to structured data to order - Automagically 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nThAklRfHbo50WACAFf9uh_b5g7uomox/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nLVx9xmBoFeg991stCH4sfH4pxTbJ88L/preview


Voice note to order 

Unstructured data to structured data to order - Automagically 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-uIRFzQlNyWGmw3gw1Q5-4JDmHgojFGi/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HgElwGoWrr5natZgIoseM__agvbql2Lt/preview


No code platform
for fine tuning and RL

 

Single source, 
integrated, clean UI

 

Integrated, highly accurate and fast

https://docs.google.com/file/d/19tK7T6_Pe8SkfGi54SW550hOiOafEsoK/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rzOTN091_ayPwaLutFGsViFekmO4TUW7/preview


Technical implementation: Redis



Technical implementation: Open AI

Whisper
Davinci + Prompt tuning
Codex  

https://github.com/RUI-Labs
fe: aiyu-ui
api: shaoye-redis
websocket: inside ec2
ocr : inside ec2
whisper: :  https://replit.com/@JunyaoC/aiyu-whisper-fast#main.py
parse-tet : https://replit.com/@JunyaoC/aiyu-parse-text#index.js



Custom Whisper extended to take prompt 
as argument for additional context. 
Packaged into Docker container and 
deployed to replicate.

Custom Whisper
 



Custom Whisper



Prompt tuning for 
information extraction.

- Used example to 
indicate expected 
output

- Introduced ‘extra 
parameters’ field, user 
can extend / finetune

Text-davinci-003
 



Using text-davinci 
model to post-process 
Whisper transcribed 
result

Text-davinci-003
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Small businesses = limited manpower, capital, technology

The Context 

Manual processes
Lack of resources, structure system 
and process in place to run all 
business operation effectively. 

Inconsistent Quality
Quality drops due to inadequate 
planning and execution. 

Min. Tech skill set
Lack of resources to keep up and 
invest in technology.



$1.2 T

$0.4 T
Social Commerce

Small businesses

1% of small businesses $4 Billion

Market size: Opportunities



Features

No code ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Ai.Yu MessageBird Twilio Vonage

Fine tuning with RL

Multi channels

Flexible integration

Pay per use

✔

✔✔✔ ✔

✔

No effective solution for small businesses



No code 

Low code 

Improve with RL No RL 

AI.Yu

MessageBird

Twilio

Vonage

No effective solution for small businesses



Business Model : B2B

Industry 

● Small businesses

● Influencers

● Service sector 

Pay per use (2% every order) 
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